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Failure to help the gifted child reach his potential is a societal
tragedy, the extent of which is difficult to measure but what is
surely great. How can we measure the sonata unwritten, the
curative drug undiscovered, the absence of political insight?
They are the difference between what we are and what we could
be as a society. (Gallagher, 1975, p. 9)
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We couldn’t agree more with Jim Gallagher, one of gifted education’s patriarchs, so our goal for this book is to help you as parents help
your gifted child reach her potential. With that as our focus, we have
created a practical, user-friendly book designed to provide information
and to empower you to be an effective advocate for your child. Each
chapter targets an essential question and answers it with background
information, current research, useful tips, connections to home and
school, and additional resources. Most importantly, we include insights,
stories, and advice from dozens of parents, teachers, and administrators
who have experience with gifted children. Unless otherwise noted, these
quotes come from parents of gifted children, teachers working directly
with gifted children, and district gifted coordinators. Some have dual
roles, such as a parent and a teacher. We hope that these authentic
voices not only connect on a personal level with you but also teach you
important lessons about parenting your gifted child.
You can read this book in a couple of ways—from beginning to end
or by picking and choosing chapters that address your most pressing
questions. Chapters 1–6 contain implications for home and school, prac-
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tical applications of the concepts discussed, at the end of the chapters.
The entire focus of Chapters 7 and 8, entitled How Can I Communicate
and Partner With My Child’s Educators? and What Can I Do at Home to
Help My Child?, however, is an in-depth discussion of implications for
school and home. Each chapter also includes a section called For More
Information, describing additional print and online resources related to
that topic. Full web addresses for any websites mentioned in the chapter
are provided. We have also included a glossary so that you have a quick
way to define terms when needed.
Our hope is that you will use this book and the additional resources
we mention to guide you as you parent your gifted and talented child.
Yes, you will face challenges along the way, but you will also experience
laughter, joy, and awe as your child develops into the person he could
be—whether that is (as in Jim Gallagher’s vision) a composer, medical
researcher, political leader, or something altogether different.
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Parents of gifted children should learn all they can about giftedness, be engaged in their students’ lives, be advocates for their
children in schools, be intentional about finding appropriate
services outside of the school, and above all, be cautious about
their social and emotional needs. That’s a tall order, huh?
—Jennifer Chaplin, district coordinator
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Either your child (or a young person significant in your life) has
been identified as gifted or you suspect that he is—otherwise you
wouldn’t be reading this. In order to understand and appreciate the
specifics of social-emotional needs, appropriate learning experiences,
effective communication with educators, and all of the other critical
topics explored in this book, you need to understand some basics first:
what gifted means, the areas of giftedness and identification for each,
legislation and policies that affect gifted children, and the rights of
gifted children.

Definition

Depending on whom you ask, the phrase gifted and talented can take
on a plethora of meanings. The phrase is always evolving, but, ultimately,
the most important definitions to know are your state’s and district’s
interpretations of gifted and talented because those interpretations directly
affect your child’s education. In order to have a deeper understanding,
however, a brief look at well-known definitions proves helpful.
© 2016 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781743306772 • PRU6772
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Founding leader in gifted education Joe Renzulli (1978), for example, argued that ability is only one part of gifted behavior—one also
needs motivation and creativity. Francoys Gagné (1985), another early
scholar, differentiated between gifts, which are natural abilities, and
talents, which are intentionally developed from gifts. Three contemporary thinkers in the field, Rena Subotnik, Paula Olszewski-Kubilius,
and Frank Worrell (2011), examined a century of research in order to
redefine giftedness as:
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the manifestation of performance or production that is clearly
at the upper end of the distribution in a talent domain even
relative to that of other high-functioning individuals in that
domain. Further, giftedness can be viewed as developmental,
in that in the beginning stages, potential is the key variable;
in later stages, achievement is the measure of giftedness; and
in fully developed talents, eminence is the basis on which this
label is granted. Psychosocial variables play an essential role in
the manifestation of giftedness at every developmental stage.
Both cognitive and psychosocial variables are malleable and
need to be deliberately cultivated. (p. 7)
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Potential and ability alone, according to this approach, do not designate
giftedness. One must produce or perform at exceptionally high levels
compared to others talented in the area.
Although leaders in the field of gifted education hold differing
views of giftedness, the federal definition is very clear. The definition
in the Marland Report (1972), the first national report on giftedness,
which was developed to increase America’s global competitiveness,
defined gifted and talented children as those with “outstanding abilities, (who) are capable of high performance” (p. ix). It argued these
children needed differentiated learning experiences in order to thrive.
That federal definition has been honed over the years to read this way:
The term “gifted and talented” . . . means students, children, or
youth who give evidence of high achievement capability in such
areas as intellectual, creative, artistic, or leadership capacity, or
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in specific academic fields, and who need services or activities
not ordinarily provided by the school in order to fully develop
those capabilities. (Every Student Succeeds Act, 2015, Title
IX, Part A, Definition 22)
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The most important definition for your child, however, is your state’s
definition of giftedness. The National Association for Gifted Children
(NAGC) posts individual state information on its website (see For More
Information). Regardless of the definition used, children and youth with
gifts and talents are exceptional students who learn differently from
the norm. They require services and accommodations in traditional
school settings in order to thrive and have continuous progress in their
learning and growth.
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Although most people envision a young person with a high
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) when they think of a gifted child, intellectual ability is only one area of giftedness. (IQ numerically represents
the general intelligence of a person; it stems from standardized tests.)
The Marland Report (1972) listed six areas of giftedness: “1. general
intellectual ability, 2. specific academic aptitude, 3. creative or productive
thinking, 4. leadership ability, 5. visual and performing arts, 6. psychomotor ability” (p. ix). Contemporary classifications typically exclude the
psychomotor area because so many schools do a beautiful job developing
talent in their athletes. Your child can be identified in any one of these
areas, but she may also be identified in any combination. Realize, too,
that although traditional measures are mentioned for identification in
the descriptions below, no one measure should be used for identification,
and the measure should be appropriate. Imagine the English language
learner (ELL) who doesn’t speak English well taking a verbal or written
test in English to determine his giftedness or the talented musician
taking a pen-and-paper test to see if she qualifies as gifted in music.
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These children have the ability to do well in all areas (note that
having the ability does not necessarily mean they are performing well
in all areas). Typically their IQ is at least 130 (with 100 being norm).
Figure 1.1 shows a normal curve for IQ. The vertical lines on the figure
represent standard deviation, which is a number indicating how widely
individuals in a group vary; in this figure, the standard deviation is 15
IQ points. Taking 100 as the normal or average, if you look at one
standard deviation each way, people with 85 to 115 IQ have average
IQs—roughly 68% of the population. Moving left, two standard deviations take us to 70; approximately 13.6% of the population has IQs
that fall between 70 and 85. Only a little more than 2% score between
70 and 55. Students who have IQs below 70 qualify for special education with substantial federal funds. People with IQs of three standard
deviations (i.e., 55) and below (.1% of the population) are rarely in a
regular classroom and have significant assistance, sometimes a oneon-one aide. Now move to the right side of the 100. The numbers
parallel: 13.6% score between 115 and 130 while 2% score between
130 and 145, which is two standard deviations from the norm; 130 IQ
is typically considered the cut-off point for giftedness. Note that less
than .1% scores above 145. In total, less than 3% of the population falls
into this category, which, on the graph, is two or more standard deviations. However, unlike the mirrored-image counterparts (the 2-plus%
scoring 70 or below), there is no federal funding for direct services to
these children. (Services are educational options designed to address the
needs, interests, and abilities of the student; these include everything
from differentiation in the regular classroom, acceleration, dual credit,
independent study, and more. Chapter 5 provides detailed information.)
The vast majority of gifted children are sitting in a regular classroom
without significant modifications and services. Figure 1.2 may simplify
the concept of IQ range for you; it includes descriptors that interpret
what that range means for each population. Please don’t think of the
descriptors as categorizing children; rather, think of them as starting
points to help address the needs of your child.
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